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This paper discusses a helical auxetic structure which has a diverse range of practical applications.
The mechanical properties of the system can be determined by particular combinations of geometry
and component material properties; finite element analysis is used to investigate the static behavior
of these structures under tension. Modeling criteria are determined and design issues are discussed.
A description of the different strain-dependent mechanical phases is provided. It is shown that the
stiffnesses of the component fibers and the initial helical wrap angle are critical design parameters,
and that strain-dependent changes in cross-section must be taken into consideration: we observe that
the structures exhibit nonlinear behavior due to nonzero component Poisson’s ratios. Negative
Poisson’s ratios for the helical structures as low as �5 are shown. While we focus here on the
structure as a yarn our findings are, in principle, scaleable. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3465378�

I. INTRODUCTION

An auxetic material is one which exhibits a negative
Poisson’s ratio.1 Many examples, both synthetic and natu-
rally occurring, have been investigated during the last 20
years, including the production of polymeric foams with re-
entrant auxetic cells by cycles of heating and mechanical
deflection;2,3 honeycomb structures;4 microstructural
changes in polyethylene induced by sintering;5 skin6 and ro-
tation of molecular bonds in zeolites,7 and single crystal
arsenic.8

One of the most promising auxetic mechanisms for prac-
tical exploitation is the helical auxetic yarn �HAY�, first re-
ported by Hook in 2003.9 This structure has applications in
composites and in textiles, and is under development for ap-
plications as diverse as healthcare,10 safety restraints, body
armour,11 blast mitigation, and filtration.12

The HAY is a fiber structure comprised of two compo-
nents, one component being the core around which is heli-
cally wound the second, wrap, fiber �Fig. 1�. Under tension
the wrap tends to straighten, thereby causing the core to dis-
place laterally in a helical manner �Fig. 2�. If the wrap fiber
is of a lower diameter than the core this behavior can result
in a nett increase in the effective diameter of the composite
yarn––a negative Poisson’s ratio. Such behavior opens up a
wealth of interesting possible textile applications based
around exploiting the ability to cause pores to open �Fig. 3�.

Miller et al.13 have conducted an experimental study of a
composite including a textile with HAYs in the weft. At
some intermediate strain both components take on a helical
form, and Miller et al. describe the HAY as a “double helix
yarn”; under certain design conditions it is possible that the
structure will not exhibit auxetic behavior14 and it is a pur-
pose of this paper to explore the behavior of the yarn and to
determine conditions under which it will indeed be auxetic.

Yarn modeling has been the subject of much attention

over many decades, primarily focused on behavior when in-
corporated in textiles. Ramgulam and Potluri15 derive a
model for an elastica combining geometrical and mechanical
properties and apply this to a multifilament yarn consisting
of layers of helical fibers; promising agreement with experi-
mental data is indicated. However, this model is intended for
�lateral� compression modeling of the yarn and the filaments
are assumed to be inextensible. Batra16 examined lateral
pressures between individual filaments in a multifilament
yarn by considering a helical fiber wound around a cylinder
to model the effects of interfilament forces during manufac-
ture and processing of twisted yarns. Phillips and Costello17

calculated an “effective modulus” for a complex wire rope
by analyzing the deformation of a helical filament in a
straight strand of rope. Ghoreishi et al.18 developed an ana-
lytical model for a yarn comprised of six helical strands
around a central core. Transverse displacements were not
considered. Hearle and Konopasek19 give a comprehensive
summary of alternative approaches to analytical modeling of
twisted yarns �being continuous helical multifilament struc-
tures� and consider the effect of Poisson’s ratio of individual
filaments. All of these works �and numerous others cited
within� concentrate of necessity on conventional yarn struc-
tures and therefore do not consider the effects of only one
helical fiber upon a cylindrical core.

Numerical techniques have been used to analyze behav-
ior of other auxetic structures. Lira et al.20 used a finite ele-
ment �FE� model to validate an analytical model for shear in
auxetic honeycombs, showing agreement generally within
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Components of the HAY.
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3%. Their approach was to model a representative volume
element, or “unit cell” with appropriate boundary conditions.

This paper defines the geometry of the HAY and reports
the results of numerical modeling using finite element analy-
sis �FEA� to evaluate the tensile design envelope of HAYs
having low-modulus elastomeric cores, discussing in particu-
lar the effects of nonlinear behavior in the component fibers
and the effects of cross-sectional changes upon yarn perfor-
mance. We focus here on an elastomeric core and monofila-
ment components.

II. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS

This paper will discuss important distinctions between
the engineering and true, and longitudinal and lateral, values
of stress, strain, and tensile modulus. For clarity, true and
lateral values are indicated explicitly. Where there is no in-
dication, values may be taken to be engineering and/or lon-
gitudinal. For example, “strain” refers to longitudinal engi-
neering strain.

Figure 4 shows one complete cycle of the HAY. We de-
fine the nominal wrap angle � as the angle subtended by the
axis of the core and the axis of the wrap at zero strain. The
longitudinal distance for one complete cycle is termed the
pitch, �. Pitch may be determined more readily than wrap
angle, although the latter is intuitively preferred as a defining
parameter of the yarn. The diameters of the unstrained core
and wrap are Dc and Dw, respectively.

If we take exactly one cycle of HAY and roll it out
vertically such that the wrap “unwraps and sticks to the pa-
per” we form a right triangle as per the larger of the two in
Fig. 5 below. However, this gives �on the hypotenuse� a mea-
sure of the developed length �Lw� � of the outermost edge of
the wrap; the actual wrap length Lw is given by the locus of
the center of the wrap helix. The latter is determined by the
circumferential distance ��Dc+Dw�. For a given combina-
tion of � and � we may prescribe the sum �Dc+Dw�, i.e.,
there is a range of available Dc /Dw. More typically we will
prescribe � for a given combination of Dc and Dw and this
will determine �, thus allowing manufacture by specification
of �.

From Fig. 5 we obtain

tan � = ��Dc + Dw�/� , �1�

Lw = � ��2�Dc + Dw�2 + �2� , �2�

� = Lw cos � . �3�

Poisson’s ratio is defined as the ratio of lateral contractile
strain ��y� to longitudinal tensile strain ��x� for a material
under longitudinal tension

� = − �y/�x. �4�

We define the effective diameter, De, of the HAY as the di-
ameter of a cylinder which would precisely contain the yarn
at any given strain; this is the dimension which will normally
be exploited in practical applications of the technology. Then
the Poisson’s ratio of the HAY is given by

� = −
�De − Deo�/Deo

�L − Lo�/Lo
, �5�

where Deo is the effective diameter of the HAY at zero strain
�=Dc+2Dw�, L is the length of the HAY, and Lo is the length
of the HAY at zero strain.

III. METHOD

Modeling was carried out using the commercial software
ABAQUS V6.8–3.21 The solver used was the Abaqus/Standard
Full-Newton Iteration symmetric solver. All computations
were carried out on a 3 GHz Xeon 5450 with 18 GB RAM,
and all models used 10-noded quadratic tetrahedral elements
�Abaqus element C3D10M� and default Abaqus convergence
tolerances �Table I�. Input geometry for the FE Analysis was
generated from parametric SolidWorks22 models, greatly in-
creasing the efficacy of model generation.

The tensile test is simulated by encastring �restricting all
six translational and rotational degrees of freedom� all nodes
on the surfaces at one end of the test specimen. The other
end is subjected to a prescribed displacement only in the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Auxetic behavior under tension.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Textile application––pores open under tension in a
complementary pair of HAYs.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Geometry of the HAY.
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FIG. 5. “Unwrapped” geometry of the HAY.
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axial direction and is restrained from translation in the other
two directions. A precise determination of the practical
boundary conditions is a research topic in its own right: the
issues are discussed by Sloan et al.14 A sum of the resultant
axial reaction forces on the displaced end surface�s� is then
taken as the total reaction force.

Tensile modulus E is the ratio of stress ��� to strain ���

E = �/� , �6�

stress being the ratio of force �F� to cross-sectional area �A�
and strain the ratio of change in length �	L� to original
length �L�

� = F/A, �7�

� = 	L/L, �8�

from which we obtain

E = FL/A 	L. �9�

Thus from a computation of reaction force F for a given
displacement 	L and measurement of cross-sectional area A
we can derive tensile modulus E. If we assume A does not
change we derive engineering tensile modulus; if we mea-
sure changes in A to obtain true stress and calculate true
strain �T from

�T = ln�1 + �� , �10�

we obtain true tensile modulus.
Cross-sectional areas were measured by acquiring

screenshot images of yarn sections and processing these us-
ing the IMAGEJ

23 public domain image processing software
with appropriate calibration.

Lateral strains and hence Poisson’s ratios were obtained
by calculating the nodal displacements and displaying the
lateral �in this case, y-axis� components �Fig. 6�. Maximum
and minimum values were then recorded to give effective
diameter and thereby Poisson’s ratio.

For all models the contact condition between core and
wrap is a tie constraint, i.e., assuming to a first approxima-
tion that there is perfect contact-no slip or friction condition.

The following study first establishes the accuracy of the
FEA tool and then proceeds to examine the effect of several
design parameters upon HAY performance, viz, core/wrap
diameter ratio; wrap angle; component and yarn tensile
moduli; component and yarn Poisson’s ratios.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The HAY models discussed in Secs. IV A–IV C are for a
648.5 
m �600 
m nominal� diameter polyurethane core,
engineering tensile modulus �E�=150 MPa and Poisson’s
ratio ���=0.45, and 97.4 
m �100 
m nominal, “wrap A”�
and 174.5 
m �150 
m nominal, “wrap B”� diameter
polyamide wraps, E=10 GPa and �=0.45; see Table II for a
summary. The data are taken from indicative tensile tests and
from Scanning Electron Microscope �SEM� measurements.

Section IV D discusses the effect of changing the tensile
modulus of the wrap; Sec. IV E compares engineering and
true tensile moduli; Sec. IV F examines the effect of chang-
ing Poisson’s ratios of the yarn components, and Sec. IV G
discusses the auxetic behavior of the HAY.

A. Model accuracy

Model accuracy was checked using a HAY with wrap B
and �=20°.

1. End effects

The choice of boundary conditions will have localized
effects on the yarn behavior, so it is necessary to establish
how many wrap cycles should be modeled in order that end
effects will have negligible influence upon measurements in
the central region of the yarn. Figure 7 shows the effect of
wrap cycle count upon predicted reaction force in the HAY.
Results for the 10-cycle model lie within 1.5% of the 50-
cycle model, and therefore 10-cycle model is considered ac-
ceptable for the remaining models. For the purpose of effec-
tive diameters, lateral strains and Poisson’s ratios, maximum
dimensions were derived only from the central 2 cycles of
each model.

TABLE I. Default Abaqus convergence criteria used in all models.

Criterion for residual force for a nonlinear problem 5.00�10−3

Criterion for displacement correction in a nonlinear
problem 1.00�10−2

Initial value of time average force 1.00�10−2

Average force is time average force
Alternate criterion for residual force for a nonlinear
problem 2.00�10−2

Criterion for zero force relative to time average force 1.00�10−5

Criterion for residual force when there is zero flux 1.00�10−5

Criterion for displacement correction when there is zero
flux 1.00�10−3

Criterion for residual force for a linear increment 1.00�10−8

Field conversion ratio 1
Criterion for zero force relative to time average
maximum force 1.00�10−5

Criterion for zero displacement relative to characteristic
length 1.00�10−8

FIG. 6. �Color online� Measurement of effective diameter from maximum
and minimum lateral nodal displacements.

TABLE II. Typical component properties for the majority of the models.

Component Material
Diameter

�
m�
Tensile modulus

�MPa� Poisson’s ratio

Core Polyurethane 648.5 150 0.45
Wrap A Polyamide 97.4 10 000 0.45
Wrap B Polyamide 174.5 10 000 0.45
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2. Effect of mesh density

Three mesh densities were evaluated. Table III reports
the mesh parameters.

Figure 8 shows the effect of mesh density upon predicted
behavior of the yarn; 20 mm extension corresponds to ap-
proximately 30% strain �initial model length=71.037 mm�.
Accuracy deteriorates at higher strains due to element distor-
tion; however, the medium density �MD� mesh results lie
within approximately 1% of the results for the high density
�HD� mesh �red curve�, while solving some 2.5 times faster.
Based on this data a typical element dimension of 0.1 mm
was used in the ensuing analyses.

B. Core/wrap diameter ratio

An important property of the HAY is the ratio of core
diameter to wrap diameter. Although the tensile moduli of
the core and wrap materials differ by nearly two orders of
magnitude, the stiffnesses of the fiber structures are the key
influence on yarn performance.

Stiffness K, being the ratio of force to extension, is re-
lated to modulus from Eq. �9� by

K = EA/L. �11�

Thus the stiffness of the fibers is directly dependent upon A
and therefore fiber diameter.

Figure 9 shows the force versus extension data for the
core and the two wraps and corresponding stiffnesses are
shown in Fig. 10, showing that wrap A is unlikely to be fit
for purpose because it is less than twice as stiff as the core.

The behavior is inherently nonlinear due to the finite com-
ponent Poisson’s ratios: as a result the component cross-
sectional areas reduce with increasing strain.

C. Wrap angle

Perhaps the most significant design variable, given likely
commercial constraints upon choice of components, is the
choice of wrap angle. Figure 11 shows the effect of wrap
angle upon �engineering� tensile modulus for the yarn using
wrap B, and Fig. 12 compares the performance of the two
wraps for �=20°.

The yarn with wrap A exhibits significantly lower maxi-
mum tensile modulus in accordance with the observations of
Sec. IV B. The initial �zero-strain� composite modulus tends
asymptotically toward the modulus of the core �150 MPa�.
The lower the wrap angle, the more rapid the increase in
gradient of the modulus. For medium angles the analysis
does not converge at higher strains due to the combination of
high rate of change in the stiffness matrix and increasing
element distortion.

The change in yarn modulus is caused by the competi-
tion between two mechanisms–the wrap is tending to
straighten and simultaneously inducing lateral displacement
in the core. At low strains the modulus is dominated by the
core, but as the wrap straightens and itself becomes strained
the yarn modulus is influenced by stress in the wrap.

At higher wrap angles the presence of the wrap is not
significant even at 30%–40% strain. This is explained by
Fig. 13, which compares the change in effective diameter of
a 20° self-supporting helix �i.e., a spring� with that of a 60°
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Effect of cycle count on reaction force in yarn,
evaluated at 3, 5, 10, and 20 cycles and each compared to a 50-cycle model.

TABLE III. Parameters for mesh convergence study. “Typical element dimension” is the Abaqus “approximate
global size” parameter which controls mesh seeding. “Mesh density” is the ratio of number of elements to
model volume.

Mesh
quality

Typical
element

dimension
�mm�

Number
of elements

in mesh
Model volume

�mm3�
Mesh density

�elements /mm3�
Computation time
�min./data point�

Low �LD� 0.125 131 461 25.27 5202 6.1
MD 0.100 246 700 25.27 9763 13.9
HD 0.075 400 230 25.27 15 838 34.4
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Effect of mesh density upon predicted yarn reaction
force, comparing accuracy of LD vs HD and MD vs HD meshes.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Force vs extension for the core and two wraps.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Stiffness vs strain for the core and two wraps.
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Effect of wrap angle upon engineering tensile modu-
lus of yarn with wrap B.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Comparison of engineering tensile moduli for yarns
with wrap A and wrap B at �=20°.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Comparison of effective diameter vs strain for self-
supporting helices.
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FIG. 14. �Color online� Effect of wrap tensile modulus upon engineering
tensile modulus of yarn, wrap B, �=20°, component �=0, core E
=150 MPa.
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FIG. 15. �Color online� Effect of wrap tensile modulus upon engineering
Poisson’s ratio of yarn, wrap B, �=20°, component �=0, core E
=150 MPa.
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FIG. 16. �Color online� Comparison of engineering and true tensile modulus
of yarn with wrap B, �=20°, component �=0.45.
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self-supporting helix. The rate of change with respect to
strain for the 20° case is much higher, so displacement of the
core will begin at much lower strains.

D. Core/wrap tensile modulus ratio

Figures 14 and 15 show the effect of varying wrap
modulus upon the tensile modulus and engineering Poisson’s
ratio �Eq. �5�� of the yarn, assuming component �=0.

It is possible to effect a very high rate of change of yarn
modulus with a suitable choice of component moduli. A
higher wrap modulus gives a potentially higher negative yarn
�, with values here as low as �5. The nature of the yarn
Poisson’s ratio curve is discussed further in Sec. IV G.

E. Engineering versus true modulus

Thus far only the engineering tensile modulus has been
considered, assuming that there is no change in cross-
sectional area with strain. By measuring instantaneous cross-
sectional area and calculating true strain as described in Sec.
III we can also obtain the true tensile modulus. Figure 16
compares engineering and true tensile modulus as a function
of longitudinal engineering strain for core and wrap compo-
nents each having �=0.45. The two moduli differ by 40% at
50% strain, indicating that consideration of cross-section
changes for component �=0.45 is essential.

F. Component Poisson’s ratios

Figure 17 shows the effect of varying the component
Poisson’s ratios upon yarn engineering tensile modulus �both
core and wrap are assigned the same � in each case�. �=0
shows an error of approximately 30% at 50% strain when
compared to �=0.45.

Auxetic monofilament fibers have been reported,24 albeit
at very low strains �typically below 2%�. Figure 18 shows
the Poisson’s ratio of the yarn for negative, zero, and posi-
tive component �, showing that increasing component � re-
duces maximum negative Poisson’s ratio; this will often be
an issue of compromise in practical designs. Theoretically,
use of auxetic components increases the maximum negative
Poisson’s ratio and reduces the high positive value at very
low strains.

G. Poisson’s ratio of the HAY

Figure 19 shows the variation in effective diameter with
strain for the wrap B yarn with �=20°, 30°, and 40°, and
Figs. 20 and 21 the corresponding yarn engineering and true
Poisson’s ratios, respectively.

Referring to Fig. 20, at very low strains there is an initial
phase of decrease in effective diameter corresponding to a
positive �. This is caused by reduction in wrap helix outer
diameter while the core is displacing laterally and becoming
helical but with an effective diameter as yet lower than that
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FIG. 17. �Color online� Effect of component Poisson’s ratio upon engineer-
ing tensile modulus of yarn with wrap B, �=20°. Both core and wrap are
assigned the same value of � in each case, ranging from 0 to 0.45.
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B, � varying.
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of the wrap. At a specific strain value �for the �=20° case,
around 7% and for the �=30° case, around 20%� the core
helix may attain an outer diameter greater than Deo �Fig.
22�c�� and then there is a zero-crossing of the Poisson’s ratio.
After this � will become increasingly negative until the wrap
helix inner diameter reaches zero �i.e., the wrap becomes
cylindrical�. From this point � will tend back toward zero as
the two components continue to reduce in cross-section. In
the �=40° case shown here there is no engineering auxetic
effect although there is a true auxetic effect above about 22%
strain �Fig. 21� and, as Fig. 11 illustrates, there is still an
increase in tensile modulus at higher strains.

We define the strain at which the effective diameter ex-
ceeds its value at zero-strain as the activation strain of the
yarn. Note that, depending upon � of the components, it is
also possible that the Poisson’s ratio will never become nega-
tive �i.e., will not activate�. It is the activation strain that is
arguably of greatest practical interest. Initially the wrap does
not undergo any �axial� strain: it is merely straightening and

stresses in the wrap will be due exclusively to reaction forces
from the core.

The initial positive � cannot normally be avoided in
practice except by pretensioning, if appropriate. Theoreti-
cally a HAY with an infinitesimal wrap and components with
�=0 and infinite stiffness would not exhibit a positive �.
These are design pointers toward minimisation of the posi-
tive � phase. In practice finite component stiffness can lead
to embedding of the wrap in the core as strain increases: we
shall discuss this in a forthcoming paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Generally, the behavior of HAYs may be divided into
strain-dependent phases �Fig. 23�: in region A the yarn has a
positive �; in region B true � is negative but engineering �
remains positive; in region C both true � and engineering �
are negative; in region D true � becomes positive again while
engineering � remains negative.

HAYs with low wrap angles activate at lower strains.
Higher wrap angles enable static performance to be opti-
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FIG. 21. �Color online� True Poisson’s ratio of yarn vs strain, wrap B, �
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FIG. 22. �Color online� Yarn geometry �a� at zero strain; �b� at activation
strain; and �c� above activation strain �auxetic�.

FIG. 23. �Color online� Strain-dependent behavior of the HAY.
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mised for higher strains. To optimise auxetic behavior the
wrap should ideally be of infinitesimal diameter while main-
taining a relatively high stiffness, but in reality there will be
practical limitations and cost implications in the use of very
fine high modulus wraps.

Previous works have indicated that the tensile modulus
of the wrap should be higher than that of the core10–12 but we
have shown that in choosing core and wrap materials the
designer must consider the stiffness of these structures, i.e.,
the combination of diameter and modulus.

Although we have modeled the system assuming that the
component fibers are comprised of linear isotropic materials,
we observe that the component structures and HAYs exhibit
nonlinear behavior due to nonzero component Poisson’s ra-
tios. Even at small strains, changes in cross-sectional area
will cause a smooth deviation from linearity. It is important
to note that in practical HAYs engineering tensile modulus is
unreliable due to significant strain dependence of component
cross-sectional areas. Therefore true tensile modulus should
always be preferred.

Regarding model accuracy we have shown that a 10-
cycle model is accurate within approximately 1.5% in avoid-
ing errors due to end effects, and that a mesh density of
approximately 10 000 elements /mm3 or 1013 elements /m3

is sufficient to model HAYs with core/wrap diameter ratios
of around 5:1 and core/wrap tensile modulus ratios of around
1:60.

Most HAYs will have an initial positive Poisson’s ratio
behavior unless they are biased with a pretension, and there
are practical limitations to maximum achievable negative
Poisson’s ratio due to finite positive Poisson’s ratios in the
components.
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